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A Few Handy General Music Terms Guitar Players Need

Note – a single sound played on any instrument.
Pitch – how high or low a note sounds.  Don't confuse this with volume.
Volume – how loud or soft a note sounds.
Chord – a set of three or more notes played in harmony. Each chord has specific notes, ex.: C
contains the notes C, E, and G.  Cajun music uses mostly Major chords and a few minor chords.
Two types of chords are ‘open’ and ‘barre or choke’ chords.
Root – the home note of a chord. Other names for the Root are tonic and the 1 (I).
Arpeggio – a ‘broken chord’. Used in finger picking and lead playing.
Chord Progression – the pattern of chords in a song. There can be more that one per song.
Key – the tonality of a song.  The key of a song is a predictor of what chords and notes will be
played.  If you know the notes and chords in common keys, it is easier to improvise new or
unfamiliar songs.
Tuning – a note that sounds too high is called sharp; a note that sounds too low is called flat.
Tune it with a tuner but listen carefully.  You may need to adjust (temper) your tuning slightly to
accommodate the ‘wet’ tuning of some accordions.
Musical Alphabet and Piano Keyboard – Knowing the order of notes going up and down the
keyboard makes it easy to transpose (change from one key to another).

Scale – a set of 8 notes/pitches ascending or descending in order.  These notes make up a Key.
Each key has its own set of notes. Notes in any key can called by: their number order from 1 to 7
(8 is a repeat of 1); their letter name (A,B, C); or their Solfege name (Do, Re, Mi).
Whole step – on the piano, a whole step is the distance between two white keys, ex: F to G –
notice the black key in between them.  On the guitar, a whole step is two frets apart, ex: F to G –
F is on the 1st fret/1st string and G is on the 3rd fret/3rd string.
Half step – two adjacent piano keys or one fret apart on the guitar.
Chord Families – a set of chords built on each note of a certain scale/key.  Most chords in a key
use the exact notes of the scale. See important examples below.
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Common chord families used to accompany Cajun music

Knowing the basic chords in four keys and being able to switch from one key to another is a very
important guitar player skill.  Most of the time, your role is to back up accordion and fiddle or
other lead players.  You’ll find it helpful to gain command of a little music theory so you can be
flexible and know where to go when changing chords or keys.

The C accordion
To accompany a C accordion, you will be playing primarily in the Keys of C Major and

G Major.  A third key, F Major, is used more rarely.

C Major: Most songs in this key will use C, F, and G chords. There are other chords in the key
of C, but these are the most common.

The key of C Major is sometimes referred to as the ‘push’ position on the accordion.
Every button plays a note of the C chord when pushed. The Root note C is buttons 3, 6, and 9
from the top. A note about fiddlers: when playing to a C accordion, many fiddlers tune their
instrument a whole step down in pitch (1 alphabet letter).  This means they will be playing in the
D Major position on their instrument, but it will sound like C Major.  Likewise, when they play in
the A position it will sound like G. Fiddlers do this to access open strings as drones when they
play.  Visualizing the linear piano keyboard may help you to decipher what key a fiddler is
actually playing in.

G Major: Most songs in this key will use G, C, and D chords. There are other chords in the key
of G, but these are the most common. The key of G Major is sometimes referred to as the ‘pull’
position on the accordion. The Root note G is push on the 5th & 8th button.

F Major: Some tunes are played in F, a 3rd position on the accordion (Cette La Moi J’aime,
Mardi Gras Jig, and the key change of Flammes d’Enfer or J’ai été au bal).  The common guitar
chords are F, Bb, and C, requiring some barre chords.

********
The D accordion:

To accompany a D accordion, you will be playing primarily in the Keys of D Major and
A Major.

Everything is the same as above for the Key of C, except the chords will be one note up.
In the push key of D, the most used chords are D, G, and A.  In the pull key of A, the most used
chords or A, D, and E.  In the 3rd position key, the chords are C, F, and G (easy!)

Minor chords & chords outside the key: It’s good to know the minor chords in the keys of C,
G, D, and A.  They are on the chart below. They occur in many songs and you don’t want to be
stumped when you sense a minor chord needs to be played. Song examples: Mardi Gras Song,
Miller’s Cave, Valse de la vie, Reel de Joie.  Some songs have chords that are borrowed from a
different key but they make the song interesting. Examples are: Tit’s Yeux Noir, ‘Tit Maurice,
Chere Alice, and many recently written songs or those drawn from country music.  It’s fun when
you feel them coming and know where to find them.
Summary in priority order:
Essential Chords you should know:
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Key of C and G ---- C, F, G, D
Key of D and A ---- D, G, A, E

Other chords you will definitely need: Em, Am
Chords you will need every now and then: Bb, A7, B7, C7, D7, E7, Dm, Bm, F#m

Basic Keys and Chords in Cajun Music:

KEY of I chord IV chord V chord
C C F G
G G D C
D D G A
A A D E

Practice:  make up and play various chord progressions in each key, memorizing the Roman
numeral of each of the chords as it occurs in a certain key.  Example: Look at the C chord. It
occurs in two keys.  In the key of C, it is the ‘I’ chord, yet in the key of G it is the ‘V’. If you get
confused, count up or down using your fingers for the chord numbers. It helps.

All Major and minor Chords in Cajun Music Keys:
Roman Numerals are used to number the chords in a key. Chords in a key are numbered from
I-vii (we only need I-vi).  Capital numerals indicate Major chords and lower case numerals
indicate minor chords.  Also, each key is in alphabetical order across the grid. If you play the
letter names in order, this makes the scale! Ex: the notes of the C scale are C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C.

Key of I ii iii IV V vi
C C Dm Em F G Am
G G Am Bm C D Em
D D Em F#m G A Bm
A A Bm C#m D E F#m
(Guess which chord is used the LEAST in Cajun music? Right! The iii chord because those are
built on sharps. We like to keep it simple.)

Chords for songs played in the 3rd accordion position:

Key of I ii iii IV V vi
F F Gm Am Bb C Dm
G G Am Bm C D Em

Practice: Now, choose a few tunes you know well in one key.  Practice them in ALL the keys.
This is TRANSPOSING.  A competent guitar player needs to do that often.  A cheat: if you are
used to playing in C and G, and somebody brings out a D accordion, use a capo on the 2nd fret (up
one whole step) and play using the C position chords you know.  More on capos in class.

Barre chords also called choke chords:
An old timey and very powerful way to play guitar to Cajun music is by using barre chords.
Don’t be scared.  It’s not too hard but it is a little theoretical.  Yes, your hands will hurt at first,
but once you get the hang of pressure on/pressure off, you’ll survive. A few basic things to learn:
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Notes on the E(6th) and A(5th) strings: For really comprehensible details on guitar notes and
barre chords, check out this site https://nationalguitaracademy.com/guitar-notes/.

Here are the notes on the 6th string that are useful for building barre chords.

FRE
T

0 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10 11 12

NOT
E

A Bb B C C# D D# E F F# G G# A

If you build a barre chord with the ROOT NOTE on the 6th string, you will place your first finger
barre on a fret and then make an E, Em, or E7 shape with your other fingers.  Your barre acts as
the ‘0’ fret. It’s just moved up the neck.  Example: barre fret #3, finger an E Major chord, play all
strings.  This makes a G Major chord.

Here are the notes on the 5th string that are useful for building barre chords.

The following A shape is actually not used that much in Cajun music so you might not want to
spend too much time on it. Here it is anyway…. If you build a barre chord with the ROOT NOTE
on the 5th string, you will place your first finger barre on a fret and then make an A, Am, or A7
shape with your other fingers.  Your barre acts as the ‘0’ fret. It’s just moved up the neck.
Example: barre fret #5, finger an A Major chord, play all strings.  This makes a D Major chord.

In Cajun music, we use the A string to show us where the C shape chord goes.  The chord is
named for the fret where your finger lands on the A string.  This is the ROOT Note of the C
chord.  The Root note changes as you slide up and down the neck.  The technique Cajun players
use is: place your fingers on a 4-finger C chord, lay it down to mute the open strings, focus your
strumming on the 6th, 5th and 4th stings.  This gives you a choke sound.  The C shape will make
the V chord for an E form chord played in the same ‘block’ of frets.  Example:  Play an E shape
barre chord on the 3rd fret, then switch to a C shape choke chord without moving your fingers up
or down the neck.  You have just played G (I) and D (V) in the key of G. Another way to do this
is to start with an E shape chord and move the chord shape over one string towards the bass side
so your fingers are on the 6th, 5th and 4th strings.

https://nationalguitaracademy.com/guitar-notes/

